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In this paper we consider a quadrature method for the numerical solution of a sec-
ond kind integral equation over the interval, where the integral operator is a compact
perturbation of a Mellin convolution operator. This quadrature method relies upon sin-
gularity subtraction and transformation technique. Stability and convergence order of
the approximate solution are well known. We shall derive the rst term in the asymp-
totics of the error which shows that, in the interior of the interval, the approximate
solution converges with higher order than over the whole interval. This implies higher
orders of convergence for the numerical calculation of smooth functionals to the exact
solution. Moreover, the asymptotics allows us to dene a new approximate solution
extrapolated from the dilated solutions of the quadrature method over meshes with dif-
ferent mesh sizes. This extrapolated solution is designed to improve the low convergence
order caused by the non-smoothness of the exact solution even when the transformation
technique corresponds to slightly graded meshes. Finally, we discuss the application to
the double layer integral equation over the boundary of polygonal domains and report
numerical results.
Key words. Mellin convolution, potential equation, quadrature
method, extrapolation
AMS(MOS) subject classication. 45L10, 65R20
1
0 INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the convergence of various numerical methods can be improved by
extrapolation, i.e., the combination of approximate solutions obtained for dierent values
of discretization parameters is closer to the exact solution than the approximate solutions
themselves. A review of this topic is given e.g. in the works by Marchuk/Shaidurov [19]
and Khoromski/Zhidkov [14]. The application of extrapolation to second kind integral
equations with smooth kernel functions is described e.g. in the books of Baker [2] and
Hackbusch [11] or in the papers by McLean [22] and Lin/Sloan/Xie [17]. The case of
one-dimensional boundary integral operators over smooth curves is considered e.g. by
Heise [12] and Saranen [28]. However, it seems to us that the theory of extrapolation
techniques for boundary integral operators over non-smooth boundaries is rather incom-
plete. The only results in this direction we know about are those of Lin/Xie [18], Shi [29],
and Graham/Lin/Xie [10], where Mellin convolution equations and double layer poten-
tial operators over polygonal curves are considered. The extrapolation in these papers
improves the low order convergence which is caused by the low order of the implemented
discretization scheme, i.e., caused by the low degree of the trial functions in the Galerkin
scheme or by the low order quadrature rules used for discretization. The price for the
faster convergence rate is that a stronger mesh grading near the points of singularity of
the Mellin convolution kernels is required. Note that the use of strongly graded meshes
is, in some sense, equivalent to the application of a transformation of variables with a
large number of vanishing derivatives at the points of singularity. Finally, we remark
that there are also other methods improving the numerical convergence in the case of
these equations. We refer the reader to results on superconvergence and on p- and h-p-
methods by Amini, Chandler, Elschner, Graham, Jeon, Kress, Mastroianni, Monegato,
McLean, and Sloan [23, 1, 3, 16, 7, 13, 8, 21, 24].
In the present paper we also consider Mellin convolution equations. We shall estab-
lish the rst term of an asymptotic error expansion and dene an extrapolation method
which is dierent from that in [18, 29, 10]. This extrapolation does not improve the
convergence rate due to the low order discretization scheme. Instead, it improves the
low order caused by the non-smoothness of the exact solution. In order to describe the
nature of the asymptotics and the extrapolation, let us consider a Mellin convolution
equation of the second kind on the interval [0; 1] (cf. Equ. (1.1)), where the singularity
of the kernel function is located at 0. Let ~x denote the exact solution and suppose we
solve our Mellin equation approximately using a quadrature method. Roughly speak-
ing, for the approximate solution ~x
h
of the quadrature method, we shall derive an error
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and h is the mesh size of the grid used
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f admits the asymptotic expansion
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t < 1. Hence,






is of order h

only. Fixing an  > 0 and considering













. If we apply the usual Richardson extrapolation algorithm to our
quadrature process and denote the extrapolated solution by ~x
u
h
, then some of the rst
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but no improvement of the overall error.

































































t) are unknown. However, using the previous kind





























































and L denotes the largest integer such that 2
L 1
~
t  1=2. Moreover, if we seek a lin-
ear functional
R
~x~g of the exact solution ~x with a smooth function ~g, then the asymp-










~x~g without any extrapolation (cf. Corollary 1.5). These new orders




The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sects. 1.1-1.2 we introduce the equation
together with the necessary assumptions. The quadrature method including singularity
subtraction and transformation technique will be derived in Sect. 1.3. A stability and
convergence theorem follows. This theorem is perhaps new for the space L
p
[0; 1], (1 
p < 1) and for the special kind of singularity subtraction. However, it should also be
possible to prove this result by extending the arguments of [3, 16, 7, 5, 21, 25] to the L
p
setting. We shall present some details of the proof here only to prepare the derivation
of an error expansion. In Sect. 1.4 we give this asymptotic error expansion and derive
the corresponding extrapolation process. Sects. 2 and 3 are devoted to the proof of the
error expansion. To this end, we rst prove an error estimate for the quadrature rule
analogous to the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula in Sect. 2.1. Then we show the
stability of the quadrature method for the case of the half-axis in Sect.2.2. From this and
well-known localization principles the stability for the equation over the interval follows.
In Sect. 2.3 we analyse the solution of the quadrature method when the right-hand side
is of the type y(t) = y
h
(t) := f(t=h). Since functions of the type t 7! f(t=h) appear
3
in the asymptotic expansion of the quadrature error (cf. Sect. 3.2), the structure of
these special solutions is crucial for the proof of the asymptotic error expansion for the
quadrature method. In Sect. 3.1 we split the error of the approximate solution into
several terms, and we estimate these terms in Sect. 3.2. Finally, in Sect. 3.3 all previous
results are combined to prove the error expansion of Theorem 1.3. The last section is
devoted to the application of Theorems 1.1-1.6 to the special case of the double layer
equation over polygonal boundaries. The presented numerical computations conrm our
results or show even better results.
1 QUADRATURE METHOD AND EXTRAPOLATION
1.1 The equation




































t; ~s); 0 <
~
t; ~s < 1: (1:2)








in Sect.1.2. Here we mention only
that the double layer equation over polygonal boundaries is equivalent to a system of
equations of the form (1.1). Namely, for the double layer kernel over a curve with angle



























+ 1   2 cos 
: (1:3)
The application of our quadrature method to (1.1) requires rst a singularity sub-
traction and then a substitution of variables corresponding to a transformation of the
interval [0; 1]. Let us start with the singularity subtraction (cf.[26] and also the
slightly dierent techniques in [3, 16, 5]). We introduce
~a(
~







t; ~s)d~s; 0 <
~
t < 1























t; ~s)[~x(~s)   ~x(
~




t; ~s)~x(~s) in (1.1).
Consequently, the quadrature for the integral in (1.4) converges faster.




, ~s = s
q















































































= 1 and set 1=p := 0 for p =1. The new solution x of (1.5)








t  ! 0 with
 > 0, then x(t)  t
q+(q 1)=p
with q + (q   1)=p  .
1.2 Assumptions on the kernel, the right-hand side, and the solution
In view of (1.6) and (1.2) we get













































However, we formulate the assumptions in terms of the original kernels. Here and
in the following C stands for a generic constant the value of which varies from instance
to instance. Even, if C appears twice at one line, the values may be dierent.




: [0; 1] [0; 1]  ! IR is smooth, i.e., it is innitely dieren-
tiable.






:= (0;1)  ! IR is innitely dierentiable and there
exists constants C and real numbers ; 
1

























for m = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
Note that the exponents could have been dierent for   ! 1 and for   ! 0. For
simplicity we choose them to be equal. Furthermore, we note that the condition on the
dierentiability can be relaxed. A fourth order continuous derivative should be enough
for our considerations.
Now we observe that, for k
S
 0, the operator
~
A on the right-hand side of (1.1) is











































is invertible if and only if its symbol does not vanish, i.e., if the















d;  2 IR




)() is continuous and
vanishes at  = 1. Our next assumption (A3) is nothing else then the invertibility
of the operator
~
A. Using the theory of Wiener-Hopf operators, this assumption can be
formulated as









)()];  2 IRg is zero.
iii) The homogeneous equation (1.1) (i.e., (1.1) with ~y  0) has only the trivial
solution.
Next we need some assumptions on the resolvent kernel. It is a well-known




































































 ! IR is innitely dierentiable and there exists
constants C and real numbers ; 
1

























for m = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
For the right-hand side and the solution, we assume the following.
(A5) The function ~y : [0; 1]  ! IR is innitely dierentiable.




































for m = 1; 2; : : : . Here ; 
1
are the same as in (A4).
Finally, we shall need the following technical assumption.
(A7) Suppose q( + 1=p) < minf4; qg.
6
1.3 The quadrature method
First we need a quadrature formula. For this purpose we take the trapezoidal rule











where h := 1=N; t
j





















































Note that this quadrature will be derived in part a) of the proof to Lemma 2.1 and has
convergence order four (cf. Corollary 2.2). Using (1.8) for the integral in (1.5), we arrive




































); i = 1; : : : ; N: (1.9)
To force stability we also introduce a slight modication (cf. [3, 16, 7, 26, 21]). We
note, however, that in numerical computations this modication has often turned out to
be not necessary (cf. also [5], where stability is proved without this modication under
additional assumptions). So we only recommend to work with the modied method
























if j > j

0 if j  j

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); i = 1; : : : ; N: (1.10)





of (1.10) is given on a set of discrete points. To get an ap-
proximate function x
N


























































1 if i = 1
i  1 if 2  i  N   2
N   3 if i = N   1; N :
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where k  k
l
p





Let A 2 L(L
p
(0; 1)) be the operator dened by the left-hand side of (1.5) and let
A
N









is called stable if the A
N








are uniformly bounded with respect to N . The stability is
an important prerequisite for the proof of error estimates and for the estimates of the
condition numbers of the arising linear systems of equations.
THEOREM 1.1 Suppose that the assumptions (A1)-(A6) together with the technical con-
dition (A8) of Sect.2.2 are satised. Then the quadrature method (1.10) is stable. In
particular, (1.9) is stable if condition (A8) holds for j

= 0. If x is the exact solution of
(1.5) and x
N



















will be dened in Sect. 3.3. Especially, the number %
22
is zero if
























; q( ) 6= 4; 2 6= ;
 6= ; q(
1
  ) 6= 4;  6= 1;
   6= 1:
(1.12)











< 1 and if j

is large enough, then condition (A8) is always satised for
(1.10) (cf. [26]). For an arbitrary but invertible Mellin convolution operator, we do not
know whether (A8) holds even for large j

. However, if another singularity subtraction
step is performed (cf. [3, 16]), then the corresponding condition (A8) for (1.10) with
large j

can be derived from the theory of nite section methods (cf. [27]). In particular,











< 1 (cf. [5]). We feel that, similarly to the assumption of a second kind
Fredholm integral operator to be invertible, it would be a rare accident if (A8) is not
satised.
The proof of the stability will be given in Sect.2. The error estimate follows from
the stability and from (3.22). Results like that of Theorem 1.1 have already been proved
in [3, 16, 7, 25, 26] (cf. also [1, 23, 21, 5, 13]).
1.4 Asymptotic expansion of the numerical error and extrapolation


















demonstrate the usefulness of this norm, let us suppose that we have to compute a linear




~x~g, where ~g 2 L
p
0

























. Replacing x by the approximate solution x
N
and the inte-























~x~g is independent of the numbers p and
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0 if m  1
g
0
(t) if m = 0 ;
m = 0; 1; : : : ;
where g
0






































if q( + 1) = 4
h
q(+1)
if q( + 1) < 4 :
(1:15)




















































1 if q( + 1) 6= 4
log h
 1
if q( + 1) = 4 :






) in the discrete L
p
-norm.
Moreover, we seek an extrapolation x
e
N





















us express the dependence of t
i





in the rest of this section. The
error expansion which is fundamental for our extrapolation looks as follows.
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THEOREM 1.3 Suppose that the assumptions (A1)-(A7) hold, that the quadrature meth-
od (1.9) or (1.10) is stable (cf. Theorem 1.1), and that x is the exact solution of (1.5).









such that, for the solution x
N



































with % := minfq(
1









= 0 if (1.12) holds.
REMARK 1.4 For many applications the convergence order minfq( + 1=p); 4; qg of
Theorem 1.1 is equal to q( + 1=p). In this case the error term r
N;i
is of higher order
and h
q(+1=p) 1=p









The proof of this theorem will be given in Sect.3.
COROLLARY 1.5 Let p =1, x an  > 0 and a smooth function ~g : [0; 1]  ! IR, and






































































the rst assertion is obvious. Let us turn to the second. In view of (1.14) and (1.15), we












)j. Let us set  := minf4  q( + 1=p); q(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(i) := ff(i)  2
 q (q 1)=p
f(2i)g:



















































































































































































































































































THEOREM 1.6 Suppose that the assumptions (A1)-(A7) hold, that the quadrature meth-




































with % and %
36
as in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.5.
Proof: Let us assume, for simplicity, that N = 2
n


































































First we estimate the last term. We set  := q + (q   1)=p and  := minf4   q( +






























































































































Together with (1.18) and (1.25), this implies (1.24).
2 PROOF OF STABILITY AND SOME CONSEQUENCES
2.1 Euler-Maclaurin formula for the quadrature
Analogously to the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula we get the following.
12
















where H = H
N






if 0 <  < 1.
Proof: a) Let us rst derive our fourth order rule (1.8) as a sum of quadratures over

















is of order four. To get fourth order interpolatory rules over (0; 1) and (1; 2), we denote






















































f(N   2) +
1
24
f(N   3) : (2.4)









































f(j). The substitution s = h yields (1.8).
b) Now let P be as in part a) of the present proof and let T stand for the cubic Taylor





































(f   T )(1) 
59
24
(f   T )(2) +
37
24
(f   T )(3) 
9
24
(f   T )(4)

:























































































Similar formulas hold for the quadrature errors of the other integrals in (2.5). Summing
up these errors, we get the assertion of the lemma.
































where C is independent of f and N .
The proof is straightforward.




































if  = 3
h
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if  = 3
h
4
if  > 3 :
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Analogously to the quadrature (1.8) over the nite interval, we introduce the cor-











































Similarly to Lemma 2.1 we get
LEMMA 2.4 For any function f : IR
+
















where G : IR
+





if 0 <  < 1.
2.2 The quadrature method over the half-axis and the stability proof
It is well known that localization principles apply to the stability analysis of numerical
methods for Mellin convolution operators (cf. [24, 25, 26]). In other words, the quadra-
ture method (1.10) is stable if and only if the corresponding methods for the "locally
equivalent" operators over the "tangent spaces" are stable. Since the kernel is smooth
for t 6= 0 and s 6= 0, the only non-trivial localized method is that over the half-axis which
we shall introduce next (cf. (2.7)). If the stability of this method is proved (cf. Theorem
2.5), then the localization technique implies Theorem 1.1. For the details, we refer to
[15, 30, 24, 25, 26].


































































































The corresponding modied quadrature method for the equation over the axis is dened













































i = 1; 2; : : : :
In particular, we set j

= 0 in (2.7) if we consider the quadrature method (1.9) without
modication. The operator dened by the left-hand side of (2.7) will be denoted by
A
H;N




). Having dened A
H;N
, we are in the
position to formulate our last technical assumption of Theorems 1.1 and 2.5.




) (i.e., of A
H;N
for N = 1) is trivial.
For the validity of (A8), we refer to Remark 1.2.
THEOREM 2.5 Suppose the assumptions (A1)-(A6) and (A8) are satised. Then the
quadrature method (2.7) is stable.























































































































































We observe that the matrix operator A
H;N
is independent of N . Hence, the A
H;N
are
invertible and their inverses are uniformly bounded with respect to N if and only if A
H;1
is invertible. The null space of this operator is trivial by assumption. To nish our proof
it is sucient to show the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.6 The operator A
H;1
is Fredholm and its index is zero.
Proof: a) First we shall estimate the function  for large values of  . By Lemma 2.4
we get
























































































































































































as well as (A2), we arrive at







































log  if q = 4
1 else
(2.10)




) is a compact operator and
we are left with showing the Fredholmness of (Id +K
H;N
). Moreover, we may suppose
j









= 0 is a nite rank
operator.
b) In order to prove that (Id+K
H;N
) is Fredholm, we shall construct a left regularizer.
This will be done in such a manner that with the same technique the existence of a
left regularizer for (Id +K
H;N









) is a 
+









();  2 IRg (cf.
assumptions (A3)i) and ii)) and since (Id+K
H;N
) is invertible for large jj, we conclude
that (Id+K
H;N
) is a Fredholm operator with index zero.
To construct a left regularizer of (Id+K
H;N
), we consider the Mellin convolution operator
with the resolvent kernel l
M








































f(s)ds; 0 < t <1
l
M












It is natural to seek the regularizer of (Id+K
H;N




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It remains to apply the properties of G in Lemma 2.4 and the assumptions (A2), (A4).


































































































log i if q(   ) = 4
1 else :
(2.12)



































































































log j if q(  ) = 4
1 else :
(2.13)
From these estimates and the inequalities 1=p <  and 1=p   4=q <  (cf. assumptions





















2.3 Special solutions of the quadrature equation
For the derivation of the asymptotic expansion in Theorem 1.3, we need the following
property of the quadrature method.
THEOREM 2.7 Suppose we are given a real number  > 1=p, a real !  0, and a
function g : IR
+




for   ! 1. Let us consider
the right-hand side y(t) := y
N



























. Then there exists
a function f : IR
+







; i  !1 ; (2.14)
%
1







































:= minfq(   1=p); q(  1=p);    1=p; 4; q(1  1=p)g ;








are dened as in the following proof.
Proof: a) Consider y
N
(t) := g(t=h). First we shall show that there is a function f such







































and that f satises (2.14). Since the matrix of the operator
A
H;N





























to prove (2.14). Let us start with the special case j

= 0. Using the notation of the



































































































































































if q(   1=p) + 1=p < :
(2.17)























log j if q = 4












log j if q = 4



























if q = 4


















if q = 4



























1 if q = 4 and q(   1=p) > 4
1=p
0
if q 6= 4 and q(   1=p) = minfq; 4g
1 + 1=p
0




:= minfq+ 1=p; q(   1=p) + 1=p; 4 + 1=pg :
20







































































































if q(   1=p) = 4 and  q(  ) 6= 4
log i else :
(2.19)
Let us set %
5
:= minfq; 4g and %
6
:= 1 if q = 4 and %
6
:= 0 if q 6= 4. Then (2.10)






. Applying the assumptions on the right-hand side fg(i)g
1
i=1



























































0 if 4 + 1=p < minfq(   1=p) + 1=p; g
and  q( ) 6= 4
1 if 4 + 1=p < minfq(   1=p) + 1=p; g
and q(  ) = 4 or q(   ) = 4
! if  < minf4 + 1=p; q(   1=p) + 1=pg
! if q(   1=p) + 1=p < minf; 4 + 1=pg
and  q( ) 6= 4
! if 4 < q(   1=p) ;  = 4 + 1=p ;
and  q( ) 6= 4
maxf!; 1=p
0
g if 4 + 1=p = q(   1=p) + 1=p < 
and  q( ) 6= 4
maxf!; 1g if  > q(   1=p) + 1=p ; 4  q(   1=p)
and q(  ) = 4 or q(+ ) = 4
maxf!; 1g if 4 < q(   1=p) ;  = 4 + 1=p ; and
q(  ) = 4 or q(+ ) = 4
! + 1 if q(   1=p) + 1=p =   4 + 1=p
This proves the estimate (2.14) for j
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To treat the case j

> 0, we express the dependence on j
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depends also on j

. However,  fullls (2.10) for any choice of j
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> 0. Using the denition of K
H;N
and (A2),












































































0 if q(  1=p) + 1=p < 
! else :
If q(   1=p) + 1=p  , then ~g satises the same estimate as g and the just proved





applies to the solution of (2.21). This yields
(2.14) for q(   1=p) + 1=p   and j

> 0. If q(   1=p) + 1=p < , then ~g satises
a similar estimate as g, where  is to be replaced by 
00
:= q(   1=p) + 1=p and ! by
!
00











































0 if 4 < q(   1=p) ; 4  q(  1=p) ;
and  q(  ) 6= 4
0 if q(  1=p) < minf4; q(   1=p)g
0 if q(   1=p) < minfq(  1=p); 4g and
q( ) 6= 4
1=p
0
if 4 = q(   1=p) < q(  1=p)
and q(  ) 6= 4 ;
1 if 4 < q(   1=p) ; 4  q(  1=p) ; and
q(  ) = 4 or q(   ) = 4
1 if  >  ; 4  q(   1=p) ; and
q(  ) = 4 or q(+ ) = 4



























































g if q(  1=p)  minf4; q(   1=p)g :
Now, for the solution of (2.21), the estimate (2.14) holds with %
2






This yields (2.14) for q(  1=p) + 1=p <  and j

> 0.
b) Let us suppose that k
S










































h(i) if i  N
0 else :























This and the estimate (2.14) together with h = N
 1























































































we rst apply T
N










































, without loss of generality






































































+ 1 if %
1




























































































































3 PROOF OF THE ASYMPTOTIC ERROR EXPANSION
3.1 Structure of the approximate operator and the corresponding splitting
of the error







































Since we have dened A
N


















. In other words, without loss of generality we may suppose that the







) ; t  ! 0 (3:2)















































































































































































































































A)x we have to consider the terms T
j
,
j = 1; 2; 3.
LEMMA 3.1 i) There exists a function f : IR
+















































  ) = 4
1 if q(   ) = 4
1=p if q(
1
+ 1=p) = 4
0 else :












if q( + 1) = 4
1 else :
(3.7)
iii) There exists a function f : IR
+
































:= minfq   1=p; q  1=p; 4   1=p; q(
1











1 if q = 4 and 
1
6=   1=p
1=p if minf; 4=qg   1=p = 
1
and q 6= 4
1 + 1=p if   1=p = 
1
and q = 4
0 else :






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































log i if 4 = q(+ )
1 else ;
(3.14)
where we have assumed q(   ) < 4.
Let us turn to T
12











































































































































































+ 1=p) = 4
1 else :
(3.15)
Now (3.5) and (3.6) follow from the Eqs. (3.10)-(3.15) if q( ) < 4. For q( ) 



























if q(   ) = 4
1 else :
This proves Lemma 3.1 i).



























































































































































































































Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) imply Lemma 3.1 ii).






















































































































































































































































































































































































































From (3.18)-(3.20), (2.10), and (2.9) we conclude
j
N
(t)  (t=h)j  Ch
minf4; qg
; j( )j  
 minf4; qg
(
log  if q = 4
1 else :
(3:21)














































log i if q = 4
1 else :


































































if q = 4
1 else
 Ch






























=    1=p and q = 4
1 else :
This proves Lemma 3.1 iii).
3.3 Proof of the asymptotic error estimate
From (3.4), the stability of A
N

























:= minf4  1=p; q   1=p; q  1=p; q(
1
























































































































if q(   )  4
%
6























1 if q( + ) = 4
0 else :






























:= minf4  1=p; q   1=p; q  1=p; q(
1
+ 1=p)   1=p; q(1 + )  1=p;









































:= minf4  q( + 1=p) + 1=p; q(   1=p) + 1=p; q(     1=p) + 1=pg :
Here we have set
%
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are the numbers dened as in Sect. 2.3 under the special choice
 := %
23
, ! := %
25
. Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) imply Theorem 1.3.
4 APPLICATION TO THE DOUBLE LAYER EQUATION OVER POLY-
GONAL DOMAINS AND NUMERICAL TESTS
4.1 The quadrature method for the double layer equation
In this section we shall apply the results of Sect. 1 to the numerical solution of the
double layer integral equation over polygonal boundaries. For deniteness, we shall
restrict ourselves to the case p =1. Before we consider the equation over the polygonal
boundary let us have a look at a model problem. This model problem is the equation
(1.1) with the kernel function (1.3) corresponding to the angle  6= ; 0 <  < 2.
We note that the double layer equation over a polygonal boundary can be written as a
system of equations, where the main part of the matrix operator is a diagonal matrix
the entries of which take the form of our model operator (cf. e.g. [4, 3, 26]).




satises (A2) with the param-
eters  = 1; 
1
= 2. From the asymptotics of solutions to Mellin convolution equations
(cf. [4, 6, 20]) we conclude the validity of (A6) with
 =



















g if  >  :








for the Mellin symbol implies (A3) i) and ii). Moreover, because (1.1) is a "Wiener-Hopf"
equation with Mellin convolution and because either the null space or the cokernel of
such an operator is trivial, we conclude that (A3) iii) is satised too. As mentioned in



















asymptotics in (A6) implies the relation (A4) for   ! 0. To obtain the relation for
32
























































































) and the asymptotics for   !1 in (A4)
follows from that for   ! 0. Assumption (A7) is obvious for q = 1; 2; 3; 4. In other
words, all the assumptions (A1)-(A7) are fullled for the choice p =1 and q = 1; 2; 3; 4.
Let us suppose p =1 and q = 1; 2; 3; 4 and consider the solution x of (1.5) with the
kernel given by (1.7) and (1.3). Let x
N
stand for the approximate solution obtained from
(1.9) or (1.10) and let the extrapolated solution x
e
N
be given by (1.23). Furthermore, let
us consider a smooth function ~g : [0; 1]  ! IR. From Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1.5 and






































































if q = 4
1 else :
(4.4)
The estimates (4.2)-(4.4), however, can be improved. Namely, using the special form























































Hence, instead of (2.10) we even have j( )j  C
 4
. On the other hand, the choice
j

= 0 and p = 1 leads to 
T;N




) (cf. (3.18) and (3.19)). This







replaced by 4 q, minf4; q
1
g, and 0, respectively. Applying this

















replaced by minf4 q; qg, 0, minf4; q
1










































































































Now we turn to the double layer equation over the polygonal boundary and introduce
the same quadrature method as in [26]. Let 
 be a bounded simply connected polygon,
and let   denote its boundary. The Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation





with a continuous function g, can be reduced to the second kind integral equation (cf.
e. g. [20, 3])














(t)x(t); t 2  ; (4.10)
where (s) is the exterior normal of 
 at s 2   = @
 and (s) 2 ( 1; 1) is chosen
such that [1 + (s)] is the exterior angle between the tangents to   at t as t ! s.
Especially, (s) = 0 if s is not a corner point of  . We shall consider (4.9) in the space of
continuous functions. Taking into account that the constant functions are eigenfunctions











  =  2g(t); t 2  : (4:11)
Let N
C
stand for the number of corners of   and suppose   is parameterized by the
function [0; N
C
] 3  7!  () such that f (l); l = 0; 1; : : : ; N
C
g are the corner points
of  . Moreover, we suppose  (0) =  (N
C
) and that [l; l + 1] 3  7!  () is linear for
l = 1; 2; : : : ; N
c
























l = 1; 2; : : : ; N
C
; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N :





























































































If we substitute in (4.11) the point t by s
(N)
m;i
and replace the integration by the quadrature,














































m = 1; 2; : : : ; 2N
C
; i = 1; : : : ; N :
This quadrature method together with a modication (cf. method (1.9) and its modica-
tion (1.10)) is well-known to be stable and convergent (cf. e.g. [26]). Now we introduce
the interior angle 
l


















































; l = 1; 2; : : : ; N
C
g :
Using the approximate solution x
N









































is again the largest non-negative integer such that i  2
 L
i
N . Furthermore, let





























































































































































Figure 1: Dirichlet error.
4.2 Numerical tests
For a numerical example, we take the equilateral triangle 
 = 4ABC with corner
points A := ( 1=2; 0), B := (1=2; 0), and C := (0;
p
3=2). We consider the harmonic

























 ; t 2 
; (4:18)
where x is the solution of (I   2W )x = y := 2U j
 
. In accordance with Sect.4.1 we
determine an approximate solution x
N
of x by the quadrature method (4.12). Note that
the number of linear equations in (4.12) is equal to 3  (2N   1). For the interior point
t
#





































) = 1. By DE
N























































































]= log 2. In Table
1 (cf. Figure 1-3) we present the corresponding numerical results. Numerical test over
other triangles and with dierent kind of Dirichlet data yield similar errors.





the linear functional U(t
#


















16 0.0000032 7.19 0.1148 0.08355
32 0.00000035 3.20 0.0735 0.64 0.01569 2.41
64 0.000000014 4.62 0.0477 0.62 0.00674 1.22
128 0.00000000054 4.72 0.0311 0.61 0.00292 1.21
256 0.000000000021 4.65 0.0204 0.61 0.00127 1.20
512 0.00000000000093 4.52 0.0134 0.60 0.00055 1.20
1024 0.000000000000047 4.31 0.0089 0.60 0.00024 1.20
2 8 0.0014
16 0.00023 2.63 0.02744 0.0255233380
32 0.00000056 8.66 0.01195 1.20 0.0000950151 8.07
64 0.00000015 1.96 0.00520 1.20 0.0000079896 3.57
128 0.0000000063 4.51 0.00226 1.20 0.0000014369 2.47
256 0.00000000020 4.99 0.00099 1.20 0.0000002683 2.42
512 0.0000000000048 5.37 0.00043 1.20 0.0000000506 2.41
1024 0.000000000000042 6.86 0.00019 1.20 0.0000000096 2.40
3 8 0.00544
16 0.00109 2.32 0.059912 0.0386
32 0.000042 4.70 0.016680 1.84 0.0023330037 4.05
64 0.00000023 7.47 0.004753 1.81 0.0001926554 3.60
128 0.000000034 2.78 0.001362 1.80 0.0000158881 3.60
256 0.0000000012 4.73 0.000391 1.80 0.0000013096 3.60
512 0.000000000032 5.31 0.000112 1.80 0.0000001080 3.60
1024 0.00000000000019 7.39 0.000032 1.80 0.0000000089 3.60
4 8 0.0197
16 0.00148 3.73 0.1024866 0.051365
32 0.000212 2.80 0.0190687 2.42 0.001789 4.84
64 0.00000195 6.77 0.0035983 2.41 0.00006329517 4.82
128 0.000000093 4.39 0.0006812 2.40 0.00000223962 4.82
256 0.0000000048 4.28 0.0001290 2.40 0.00000008362 4.74
512 0.00000000014 5.11 0.0000245 2.40 0.00000000453 4.21
1024 0.0000000000017 6.38 0.0000046 2.40 0.00000000025 4.17
Table 1: Errors and orders of convergence.
predicted one (cf. (4.16)). Moreover, it turns out that quite good approximations can be
obtained already with the choice q = 1. This high order is due to the cancellation of low
order terms arising in the error expansion from dierent sides of the triangle. We suggest
that such a cancellation happens for all polygons and for all computations of function
values at xed points in the interior of the domain. However, numerical tests for the
Mellin convolution equation over the interval with kernel (1.3) show that the order in
(4.6) cannot be improved.
If the equation (I 2W )x = y corresponds to a direct boundary integral formulation
for the Neumann problem, then the solution x itself is of interest. For this case or for


























































Figure 2: Supremum norm error.
0:6  q. Since 
 
= 0:6, the estimate (4.14) is conrmed. The extrapolated solution x
e
N
converges (cf. Figure 3) also with the predicted order 1:2  q (cf. (4.17)).
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Figure 3: Extrapolation error.
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